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Chapter 1605

“Who?” “So courageous!” “The master of Wuqing Pavilion sits down, and dare to make
trouble?” Everyone was shocked and angry, and looked around.

At the end of the road ahead, a man and a woman, two figures slowly emerged.

The man is a dying old man.

Although the hair and beard are all white, but the tiger’s eyes are powerful.

A long green robe, hunting in the wind.

And that woman was a young girl.

She wears a Japanese-style kimono with a beautiful face.

It’s just that, at this moment, that gorgeous and beautiful face was filled with a little bit of
chill and murder.

“Huh?” “Who should I be?” “It turns out that there is an old immortal, plus a yellow-haired
girl.”

“If you don’t want to die, hurry up!” “Today is my proud day at the Aotian Martial Arts Hall.
We don’t have the same knowledge as you. After seeing these two people, someone
smiled contemptuously.

However, no one noticed that at this moment, Wu Qing, the master of the martial arts
hall, instantly widened his eyes after seeing the old man at dusk, and the old face that
was gradually growing.

“You…you are, hope…

Mochizuki River?
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Wu Qing trembled, her old eyes shrank, and she screamed. “Congratulations, you’re
right.”

Haruhi Yingyue smiled faintly, and then suddenly drew his sword. The blue light flashed,
and there was a line of fascinating blood under the sky. Wu Qing crashed to the ground.
Then, in the panic and horrified eyes of everyone, this old man If you are less, then you
will go away. Just like this, in just a few days, similar scenes appeared one after another
in the major cities of Noirfork. Not only the Aotian Martial Arts Museum in Edensberg,
but also Thunder Martial Arts Museum in Denham, and Lie in Wrilfill The Yang Wu Guan
and other famous martial arts in Noirfork are all kicked out. The owner of the martial arts
museum is either dead or disabled. Not only that, but also the patrons of some
well-known martial arts families such as the descendants of Tai Chi and the
descendants of Wing Chun. Suffering misfortunes, one after another was brutally
beaten up by people. After this incident, it quickly swept across the entire Jiangto Budo
realm like a twelfth-level wind! For a while, everyone was in danger. Doubts, blood, fear,
all kinds of Such emotions fill everyone’s hearts! Countless people are terrified and
curious, who is it, who is it? How can they be so capable, dare to single-handedly single
out the entire Noirfork Budo World! Could it be that Zao Wou-ki, the richest man in
Noirfork? , Making a comeback? Or is Meng Chunhua of the Meng family in Liaocheng,
resurgence? Just when everyone was wondering who the instigator was, suddenly a
piece of news came out, like a boulder entering the sea, and then the whole Noirfork
Buddhism realm set off a monstrous giant Lang! It’s Mochizuki River! Thirty years ago,
the Japanese sword god who swept across Vietnam and Noirfork, Mochizuki River
returned! If the nuclear explosion opens, the entire Noirfork Buddhism world will cry and
despair, and everyone is in danger. So, under endless panic, that night, Lei Laosan
immediately contacted the leaders of the major cities and decided to gather at the place
where Mr. Chu held the Haitian feast to discuss countermeasures. That night, hundreds
of millions of citizens just got off work. Going home, some chatted with their parents
about homework, some tutored their children with homework, and some were immersed
in the gentle hometown of their wife, washing away the exhaustion with that
unspeakable joy. The whole world, everything seems to be normal However, how can
they know what kind of undercurrent is raging under this seemingly calm outside.

Or was it the resurgence of Meng Chunhua of the Meng family in Liaocheng?

Just when everyone was wondering who the instigator was, suddenly a piece of news
came out, such as a boulder entering the sea, and then a huge wave was set off in the
entire Noirfork Budo realm!

It’s Mochizuki River!

Thirty years ago, the Japanese sword god who swept across Vietnam and Noirfork,
Mochizuki River returned!

If the nuclear explosion opens, countless people in the Noirfork Buddhism world are
crying and desperate, and everyone is in danger.



Therefore, under endless panic, Lei Laosan immediately contacted the leaders of the
major cities and decided to gather at the place where Mr. Chu held the Haitian feast to
discuss countermeasures.

That night, hundreds of millions of citizens had just returned home from work. Some
chatted with their parents about homework, some tutored their children with homework,
and some were immersed in the gentle hometown of their wives, washing away their
bodies with unspeakable joy. exhausted.

The whole world looks business as usual.

However, how can they know what kind of undercurrent is surging under this seemingly
calm outside.

Chapter 1606 Wrilfill Conference

That night, there were suddenly countless luxury cars on the highway heading to Wrilfill.

They are desperately racing towards the land of Wrilfill!

In addition, at traffic intersections and telling toll stations in various cities and cities, they
got news one after another, gave them green lights all the way, and let them go directly
after seeing them, without stopping.

From a distance, it looks like a torrent of steel, rolling in from all directions, like a sea of
  rivers.

“I’m going?” “What happened?” “Is Noirfork going to change again?” The people on the
roadside, looking at the crazy speeding luxury cars, couldn’t help but stunned and
sighed.

At the same time, Wrilfill City, HaiDollarge Hotel.

President Peng Zhenhua received a temporary notice from Ericson that The Twinfill
must be cleared immediately.

All people, regardless of their status, background or status, are driven away.

Twenty minutes later, Ericson’s people will station here and directly take over the hotel.

After receiving the news, Peng Zhenhua cursed secretly.

Second Austria!

Did you let people do business?



Cleared again?

Clear the peat!

Peng Zhenhua was almost crying.

In recent months, their The Twinfill did not know how many times they had cleared the
venue, which offended many customers.

Here again?

However, if Peng Zhenhua complains in his heart, what can he do?

The land of Wrilfill, Ericson Li is the sky!

How dare Peng Zhenhua not listen to his words.

Therefore, Peng Zhenhua proceeded with the arrangement.

“Buckles, clear the scene again?” “Is it over?” “The last time I got engaged, you cleared
the floor.”

“My daughter-in-law has changed. Why are you here for this engagement?” “Battle,
deliberately play Am I?” “I, Leonard Chu, did it for you!” In a private room in The Twinfill,
Leonard Chu’s brows were red, and he shouted angrily at the hotel owner.

The anger you have in your heart, the anger you have!

The thoughts of stepping down this The Twinfill are all there.

However, what Peng Zhenhua and the others got was a death order, so how could they
care about these people’s complaints?

Apart from anything else, several security guards stepped up and kicked Leonard Chu
to the ground with one kick, then kicked him out and threw him outside.

In just ten minutes, the entire The Twinfill restaurant was cleared.

In the fifteenth minute, the major rooms and corridors were cleaned.

At the 20th minute, hundreds of big men in suits entered the restaurant and formally
took over the security guarantee of The Twinfill.

With a radius of 100 meters, all irrelevant personnel were dismissed and emptied.

In the twenty-fifth minute, the big bosses from all major cities arrived one after another.



In the fiftieth minute, the leaders of the 18th Dadi City in Noirfork Province gathered on
the top of the The Twinfill.

In the private room, big bosses from various cities sat around a long table.

The frontmost position is empty, that is Mark’s position, naturally no one dares to sit.

“Sanye Lei, haven’t started yet? Is there anyone?” Almost everyone was there, but Lei
San, who proposed to convene this meeting, didn’t seem to have any intention to start
the meeting, and everyone couldn’t help but wonder.

Lei San looked at his watch and said in a deep voice, “Wait, everyone, there are still two
people on the road.”

Da Da Da ~ As soon as Lei San’s words fell, there was a rush of footsteps in the corridor
outside.

The exquisite high-heeled shoes hit the ground, and soon, two equally graceful and
stunning shadows appeared on everyone’s eyelids.

Seeing the visitors, all the big guys present were startled, and then quickly stood up and
respectfully worshiped.

This is, the empress of Noirfork is here~
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